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Stress cures
MDs swear by
When homework, hectic schedules and
everyday hassles make your child anxious, you
want to help her feel better fast. To the rescue:
these simple strategies doctors rely on when
their own kids are sidelined by stress

To soothe bedtime worries
A relaxing rub

quick
take

What parents do
with their kids’
Halloween candy

To calm getting-ready panic
Big breaths
“My 11-year-old is anxious, and he’ll often burst into tears
when we’re trying to get out the door. He worries he’ll be late
for school,” says Tanya Altmann, M.D., a mother of three
and author of What to Feed Your Baby. That’s when she tells
him to stop and take five big breaths in through his nose and
out through his mouth. These deep “belly breaths” slow the
heartbeat, lower blood pressure and calm the mind, explains
Dr. Altmann. “I also reassure him that we’ll be on time. This
exercise takes less than a minute, but it gives him something
to focus on, which does wonders to help him relax.”

To ease too-much-to-do anxiety
A worry box
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When her 6-year-old was overwhelmed by homework, her
school play and a conflict with a friend, Elisa Song, M.D.,
founder of HealthyKidsHappyKids.com and a mother of two,
suggested she use a “worry box.” How it works: “She pictures
a pretty box, and when worries pop up, she puts them in the
box, which she can’t look at until her designated ‘worry time.’
When we ‘open’ the box later, she sees most of her worries
are gone. Compartmentalizing them means they no longer
have the power they once did,” says Dr. Song. “Usually only
the biggest worry is left, so we can talk about it and come up
with a solution. Within minutes, she’s less stressed.”
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“A few weeks into the school year, my 13-year-old was having trouble sleeping,” says mother-of-two Kelly Kasper,
M.D., a board-certified ob-gyn at Indiana University
Health in Indianapolis. “He was taking a class he didn’t
like and he’d lie in bed mulling it over.” To help him destress, Dr. Kasper added a few drops of lavender essential
oil, which is known for its ability to induce calm, to coconut oil and rubbed it into his back at night. “The scent of
the oil relaxed him, and the massage released the tension
he was carrying around,” she explains. “We also used this
time to talk about problem-solving strategies he could use.
Within minutes he was asleep.”
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